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Assessment 7

Fill in the bubble beside the best answer to each question.

1. Some Arabs call Arabia al-Jazeera, which means
“The Island.” However, Arabia is a peninsula
rather than an island. Why?

0 A. Arabia was not formed by active volcanoes. 

0 B. Arabia is surrounded by water on three
sides. 

0 C. Arabia is too mountainous to be an island. 

0 D. Arabia has more desert area than island
area. 

2. Arabia’s location made it important for what
activity? 

0 A. herding

0 B. governing

0 C. climbing

0 D. trading

3. Which of the following best describes a nomad’s
lifestyle?

0 A. A nomad lives in the same village all of his 
or her life.

0 B. A nomad lives in a tent that is moved from
place to place.

0 C. A nomad lives alone far away from any 
villages.

0 D. A nomad lives in a fancy house with many
servants.

4. What did the Bedouins use to meet almost all 
of their needs? 

0 A. date palms 

0 B. their herds

0 C. the desert

0 D. the plains

5. What developed around oases? 

0 A. feudal manors

0 B. trading centers

0 C. rival kingdoms

0 D. new technologies

6. Most of the people living on Arabia’s coastal
plain were 

0 A. nomads and priests

0 B. kings and nobles

0 C. farmers and traders

0 D. mapmakers and merchants

7. The systems below manage the movement of
what resource? 

• terraces

• dams

• irrigation systems

0 A. earth

0 B. air

0 C. fire

0 D. water

8. What is a sedentary lifestyle?

0 A. one in which people live settled in one
place

0 B. one in which people wander from place to
place

0 C. one in which people visit foreign places

0 D. one in which people live alone and isolated 
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9. You have studied four environments of the Arabian Peninsula. 
For each environment in the table below, fill in 

• a brief description of each environment. 

• at least one way people adapted to it. 

Use your knowledge of social studies to complete the item below.

Environment Description of Environment Adaptation

Desert

Oases

Coastal plain

Mountains


